
Ritz
Flip Top Tables



Ritz tables with Reko chairs  
make collaboration easy. 02
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A new standard for  
training tables.

Slim and intuitive mechanism. 
Designed without cables for  

extra longevity. Tops are 
backed with black laminate, 
allowing the mechanism to 

essentially disappear. 

Flexible & Stable. Ready for 
prime-time or standby.
Ritz is designed to enable dozens of room layouts. The intuitive flip-top 
mechanism and stable base allow tables to reconfigure or store effortlessly. 
Tops lock in up and down positions for easy movement. Dual surface 
casters are ideal on carpet and hard surfaces.  

7-1/2"

Comprised of equal parts timeless design and smart engineering, 
Ritz is a world-class training table platform. The tables’ modernist 
forms and patent pending, custom machined flip mechanism makes 
Ritz perfect for today’s dynamic classroom and training spaces.   
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Available with rectangular tops ranging from  
48" to 96" wide, and 24" or 30" depths. 
18" and 36" depths are unavailable. 

Power up with  
Enwork accessories.

Ellora B Flip-n-Go

48"W                  96"W   

24"D

 
30"D   

RZTR - Cable Trough 

Widths spanning from  
48 to 96 inches.

Visit enwork.com for additional power data units and accessory options. 

96"W Ritz tables. Optional modesty panel flips with the surface for 
hassle-free movement and storage.

RZCAM -  
Vertical Cable Chase 

Ritz easily accommodates up to 3 users per side.

Top-down view
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Lam
inates

Paints

Black Storm Medium Tone Silver Arctic White

3mm

Knife 
User Edge Only

Edge Profiles

BlackGraphite

BlacK 
(Nero Ingo)

Fenix

NOTE: Actual colors may vary from displayed images.  
Please reference a laminate color chip or contact Customer Service  
for an actual color sample to ensure a proper color match.  

Not all finishes available on all products. 

Brite White Classic White Zen Grey Storm Pale Brushstroke Chelsea Maple Aged Ash

Formal Walnut Inked OakPecan Walnut Ceruse Gray 
Walnut

Scandi Rift Oak Millennium Oak White 
(Bianco Kos)

Pivoting M
odesty Perforated Steel Laminate MeshAcrylic


